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Welcome

Kensington Primary School
Foundation Team



The main message we would like you to leave with 
tonight is that reading is meant to be enjoyable!

Kensington Primary School
Foundation Team



Please read!

The gaol of tihs ssoesin is to pvriode 
you wtih smoe stteaergis to surpopt 

yuor clhid to raed at hmoe. Sentitg up 
a dilay rnaiedg ruinote is a vblaulae 

aivitcty to srhae wtih yuor cihld. 



Please read!



DECODING STRATEGIES



Pause, prompt, praise
Be careful not to draw the pause, prompt process out so long 

as to take away from the enjoyment, meaning and 
understanding of the book.

At all times it is important that children are praised and 
encouraged for their efforts.  The support and encouragement 
provided through praise will greatly assist your child’s reading 
development.  
Try comments like:
I like the way you ______.  That’s what good readers do.
You must have been practising _____.



Getting the message!
Successful readers use a range of information to construct 

meaning of a text.
We have to ask ourselves as we read:

Does it make sense?
(Meaning comes from our prior knowledge of the topic)

Does it sound right?
(Structure is our knowledge of how our language is spoken)

Does it look right? 
(Visual information is our knowledge of letters and sounds and 

how they are represented in print)



Example 

It _________ across the lawn.  
(structure)

Robin let the pet rabbit __________ across the lawn.  
(meaning)

Robin let the pet rabbit go.  It sc_______ across the lawn.
(visual)



Rainbow words



Comprehension
Reading is about understanding.  If you do not understand what you are 

reading, then you are not really reading.

While your child is learning to read they are also learning to understand 
what they are reading and relating this to their everyday experiences.

The comprehension strategies we focus on in Foundation are:
● Predicting

● making connections
● Questioning/Wondering

● Retelling
● Inferring



Comprehension - Predicting

Read the title.  Look at the pictures.

Ask your child, ‘what could this story 
be about?’

During the reading, pause at 
different times and ask your child to 
tell you what they think may happen 
next.



Comprehension - Making connections 
Ask your child, ‘does this remind your of something?’
I remember when…
That reminds of…

“We have a 
crossing 
guard at our 
school!”



Comprehension - Questioning/wondering  
The purpose of questioning is to enable 
your child to clarify, explain, extend and 
reflect upon their thinking. This will help 
your child with comprehension.

Ask open-ended questions that start with:
Who        What          Why

When Where 
How

I wonder



Comprehension - inferring
Inferring is making a reasonable guess 
about characters and events that the 
author doesn’t directly state. You use 

the clues in the text and your 
background knowledge to infer.

Model & encourage your child to make 
comments like:
I think __ was feeling ___ because 
___. 
(Always look for evidence)

Just then, Goldilocks woke 
up and saw the three bears.  
She screamed, "Help!"  And 
she jumped up and ran out of 
the room.  Goldilocks ran 
down the stairs, opened the 
door, and ran away into the 
forest.  And she never 
returned to the home of the 
three bears.



Comprehension - retelling  

When you have finished reading 
ask your child, ‘tell me what 

happened in the story.’

Encourage them with, ‘can you tell 
me more?’



comprehension 
STRATEGIES



How can you help your child?
- Read to your child (and let them see you read in a variety of contexts 

reading a variety of things)
- “Go for a picture walk” with your child, this will ensure they are familiar 

with complex language prior to reading.
- Have your child read to you 
- Have your child tell you about which reading strategy they have been 

investigating at school or what their goal is 
- Discuss the book before you read it- make predictions and build up 

vocab
- Rainbow word recognition and games



The reading diary



Importance of Reading 


